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Cognitive Computing 

From Unstructured Data 
to Cognitively Transparent

Knowledge Representation

• Enabling Cognitive Capablities: The Knowledge Graph



From Unstructured Data 
to Cognitively Transparent

Knowledge Representation
Gathering and transforming data into valuable and goal-
oriented information is a crucial mission for both human and
artificial decision makers (sensemaking / knowledge
management).

In particular, humans need cognitively transparent information
in order to make informed decisions.

In our applied research project we leverage on IBM advanced
content analytics technology partnered with knowledge-graph-
based approach to enhance clinical knowledge sharing and
medical decisions outcomes.
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How Do Humans & Machine 
Make Sense of the World
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Humans & Machines
SenseMaking & Situational Awareness

• Sensemaking is an active two-way process of fitting data into a frame 
(mental framework/ data model) and fitting a frame / ontology around
the data. 

• Neither data nor frame comes first; data evoke frames and frames select
and connect data (Knowlege Graphs). When there is no adequate fit, the 
data may be reconsidered or an existing frame may be revised.
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• People extract cues / attributes from the context to help them decide on 
what information is relevant and what explanations are acceptable
(Salancick & Pfeffer, 1978; Brown, Stacey, & Nandhakumar, 2007) 
E x t r a c t e d c u e s p r o v i d e p o i n t s o f  r e f e r e n c e f o r  l i n k i n g
i d e a s t o  b r o a d e r n e t w o r k s  o f  m e a n i n g and are ‘simple, familiar
structures that are seeds from which people develop a larger sense of what
may be occurring." (Weick 1995: 50). 

Human SenseMaking Features
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The Creation of New Knowldedge
The interaction between Tacit Knowledge & Explicit Knowledge

two modes of knowing vital for the creation of new knowledge.

The Role of Knowledge Graphs
in Cognitive Computing
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What are Knowledge Graphs

• A knowledge graph is composed by a set of interconnected typed entities
and their attributes. It also contains a simple ontology, and represents
high quality knowledge, and provides efficient and effective knowledge
service 

• the distinguished features of Knowledge Graphs consists in their special 
combination of knowledge representation structures, information 
management processes, and search algorithms. 

• In a knowledge graph, the basic unit is (the representation of) a singular
entity, anything you would like to describe. 

• Each entity might have various attributes. 

• Furthermore, entities are connected to each other; This is the so-called
interlinking in knowledge graphs (i.e.to bridge separate knowledge graphs). 

• Not surprisingly, each entity needs an identification to distinguish each
other; the entity IDs need to be globally unique. 
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Knowlege Graphs Features
• Knowledge graphs inherit from classic Artificial Intelligence formalisms such

as semantic networks and Description Logics. 

• KG should be regarded to as high-quality, knowledge intensive 
information systems. Firstly, the knowledge they convey should be 
c o n s i s t e n t . 

• Besides consistency, “high quality knowledge” should also feature a certain
degree of c o m p l e t e n e s s ,  a c c u r a c y ,  a n d  t i m e l i n e s s . 

• To help achieving such quality standards, Knowledge Graphs are typically
implemented in a centralized way. 

• KG should be able to provide a set of knowledge services, which should be 
adequate enough for implementing tasks or achieving goals. This involves
features like high r e l i a b i l i t y (e.g., fast response time, and high fault 
tolerance) and high u s a b i l i t y (e.g., good learnability, and the ease of use). 
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IBM Confidential

What is Watson Explorer?
Elevator Pitch

IBM Watson Explorer combines search and content analytics with unique cognitive computing 
capabilities to help users find and understand the contextual information they need to work more 
efficiently and make better, confident decisions at the point of impact. 

Watson Explorer enables organizations to
• Explore: Securely connect to, search and explore all of your organization's data, regardless of format or 

where it is stored or managed
• Analyze: Gain insights from unstructured dark data with advanced content analytics using hypothesis-free 

discovery
• Interpret: Scale expertise with leading-edge cognitive services from Watson Developer Cloud



IBM Confidential

ANALYTICS COGNITIVEINFORMATION KnowledgeDATASENSORS

Narrative

Cognitive systems democratize innovation by scaling knowledge



IBM Confidential

Evolution from search through cognitive computing 
Narrative

There is a natural and 
cumulative evolution from 
basic search, through 
advanced NLP, to 
cognitive computing … all 
with the goal of delivering 
information and scaling 
expertise. 

RetrievalKeyword Search
Record/Document
Retrieval

B
us

in
es

s v
al

ue

Simple UI Role-specific and immersive UIs

Unified Access
Fusion Across Multiple Sources

NLP and Contextual Search Apps
Entity Extraction – Semantic Analysis
Emotion Analysis – Contextual Search

Cognitive Computing
Natural language Q&A – Fact Extraction – Learning
Trigger Actions – Simulate Thinking

Capabilities
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A cognitive solution like Watson can 
understand, reason and learn
across the entire data universe, 

helping businesses and organizations 
scale expertise to meet 

new and evolving challenges.
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Retrieve and Rank

Message Resonance  
Concept Expansion  
Face Detection 
Natural Language 
Classifier 
Speech to Text 
Text to Speech 
Language Translation 
Language Detection  
Sentiment Analysis  
Dialog 
Retrieve and Rank 
Image Link Extraction  
Tradeoff Analytics 
Entity Extraction 

Tone Analyzer 
Personality Insights 
Taxonomy 
Author Extraction 
Concept Tagging 
Concept Insights
Relationship Extraction 
Question & Answer 
Feed Detection 
Keyword Extraction 
Visual Recognition 
Image Tagging  
Text Extraction 

Watson’s APIs are cognitive building blocks that can 
harness data in Watson Explorer

Bring Watson’s APIs cognitive technology to Watson Explorer

Natural Language Classifier

Tone Analyzer

Services are licensed separately. Some services may be in beta.

Narrative
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Unified information application using Watson Developer Cloud 
services

Client data from 
cloud and 
enterprise 

systems

News highlighted 
with Watson 
Relationship 

Extraction service 
Account holdings 
from systems of 
record

Customer e-mails 
from corporate email 
system

Client notes from 
CRM

Recommendations  
and alerts based on 
structured and 
unstructured content

User’s search can 
be submitted to 

Watson Developer 
Cloud services 
simultaneously

Narrative
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IBM Cognitive Services 

Watson Developer Cloud 
&

IBM Bluemix

The Evolution



Watson Developer Cloud

Bluemix



Service introduction and Demo
AlchemyLanguage

Entity Extraction
Sentiment Analysis
Emotion Analysis 

(Beta)
Keyword Extraction
Concept Tagging
Relation Extraction
Taxonomy 

Classification
Author Extraction
Language Detection
Text Extraction
Microformats Parsing
Feed Detection
Linked Data Support

Concept Expansion
Concept Insights
Dialog
Document Conversion
Language Translation
Natural Language Classifier
Personality Insights
Relationship Extraction
Retrieve and Rank 
Tone Analyzer 
Speech to Text 
Text to Speech
AlchemyVision
Visual Insights
Visual Recognition
AlchemyData News
Tradeoff Analytics
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IBM Cognitive Computing
for Oncology Care Appropriateness
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Who’s who

25

Founded in 1925, the Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori (INT) is a top-tier Scientific
Research and Treatment Institution which has achieved renowned excellence in the field of pre-clinical and
clinical oncology research and care.

In 2011 the Istituto performed:
• 13,630 in-patient admissions (415 beds)
• 8,464 one-day-hospitalization admissions (67 beds)
• 1.1 milion out-patient treatments
• 11,500 surgical operations

The IBM Research Lab in Haifa (HRL) has conducted decades of research
that have been vital to IBM's success. R&D projects are being executed today in
areas such as healthcare and life sciences, discovery, verification
technologies, multimedia, active management, information retrieval,
programming environments, business transformation, and optimization
technologies. The Lab houses IBM's biggest research center outside the US,
and employs over 500 people.
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The research project

Business needs:
§ Huge amount of clinical data reported in free-text annotations to leverage on;
§ Clinical Decision-Making based on real evidence (clinical trials);
§ Strong need for automatic tools to monitor clinical appropriateness.

The project aims to to provide clinical doctors and healthcare managers with a
comprehensive view of the care delivery processes and their appropriateness,
highlighting their clinical outcome and their overall cost for the organization.

Unit engaged in INT:
§ Oncologia Medica Tumori Mesenchimali dell'Adulto, dott. Paolo Casali
§ Oncologia Medica dei Tumori della Testa e del Collo, dott.ssa Lisa Licitra

26
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Medical Treatment Programs:
• Recommended
• Performed
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What is the
«Treatment Program Deviation Analysis»? 
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Treatment Programs (TP) Deviation Analysis
Identifies differences between recommended and performed treatments 
as documented in the clinical data by care givers.

Documented Treatment Programs that have been analyzed can:
1. adhere to one of the recommended TPs  (guidelines)
2. do not adhere to any recommended TPs (guidelines)
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ROL Guidelines
Clinical Tests

Patients’ 
Discharge Letters
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Clinical Best Practices
based on

Literature Review
and

Medical Consultations
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§ In-patient discharge letter
§ Out-patient observation report

• Clinical Presentations
• Oncological clinical history

• Extra-oncological clinical history

• Reccommended Treatment Programs

• Performed Treatments

• Patient’s clinical status

Sharing 
classifications 
and semantics

< x >
name = “value”

XML-CDA2

ROL
clinical 

guidelines

PDF 
(digital signature)

INT
Clinical

Repository

Fascicolo 
Sanitario 

Elettronico 
(EHR)

ROL clinical documents
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Integrating Knowledge and Data for Decision Support
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Time Frame: 2006-2012
1.786 patients

2.295 treatment programs
4.388 ROL-Documents

Patient preferences

Clinical status 
(i.e. Comorbidities, 
disease status)

CareView – Decisions Review

No 
Deviations

Clinical
ReasonsTecnical

Reasons
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The IBM Onco Care Trio

§ Has built-in medical terminology support 
(taxonomies / ontologies) 

§ By exploting ICA text analytic capabilities, 
we succeeded in processing free-text
information together with structured data

§ Leverages the IBM Advanced Content 
Analytics (ICA) to perform free text 
analytics on patient’s data

§ Utilizes similar natural language processing 
(NLP) methods used in IBM Watson
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Achievements:
§ Collaboration among clinical and technical project people
§ Sharing a common semantic platform and domain view
§ Tools and insights for improvements: techincal refinements and training to clinicians

Future perspectives:
§ Extension to other oncology care organization and other pathologies (i.e. Rete 

Oncologica Lombarda, Rete Nazionale Tumori Rari)
§ Extension to include biomolecular data
§ Cost evaluation linked to performed treatments
§ Comparison among oncology care organizations (outcome, case-mix, costs)
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Won the Polytechnic 
University ITC Award 
on Clinical Governance 
and Decision Support

Customer: Fondazione IRCCS -
Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori di Milano
Data: Patient’s discharge summaries, 
clinical guidelines and survival data 
from the Lombardy region
Technology: Free text analytics, data 
mining, advanced analytics and 
visualization
Value: Gap analysis between clinical 
guidelines and provided treatments, 
decision support, care management, 
cost efficiency

IBM Vision on Personalized Medicine
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lAlchemyLanguage

AlchemyLanguage is a collection of APIs that offer text 
analysis through natural language processing. The 
AlchemyLanguage APIs can analyze text and help you to 
understand its sentiment, keywords, entities, high-level 
concepts and more.

l AlchemyLanguage offers several API functions as part of its text 
analysis service, each of which uses sophisticated natural 
language processing techniques to analyze your content.



lAlchemyLanguage:Intended Use
l Entity Extraction

l Sentiment Analysis

l Emotion Analysis (Beta)

l Keyword Extraction

l Concept Tagging

l Relation Extraction

l Taxonomy Classification

l Author Extraction

l Language Detection

l Text Extraction

l Microformats Parsing

l Feed Detection

l Linked Data Support



lAlchemyLanguage:Demo

Demo Website

IBM/Hilton
Just arrived to your hotel, desperate for some munch at a decent restaurant nearby, and not really into speaking with human beings? 
Connie the robo-concierge is here to help. American hotel multinational Hilton has teamed up with tech giant IBM to trial a robotic 
concierge powered by IBM’s AI software Watson.

The bot has been christened “Connie” after the chain’s founder, Conrad Hilton, and it is currently assisting residents at Hilton McLean 
hotel, in Virginia. From its station next to the reception desks, Connie helps guests navigate around the hotel and find restaurants or 
tourist attractions in the area—but it is not able to check them in just yet.

Connie’s physical support is Nao, a French-made 58cm-tall android that has become the go-to platform for educational and customer 
care tasks, thanks to its relative affordability (about ￡6,000 or $9,000). But the concierge’s brain is based on IBM’s flagship AI program 
Watson—the Jeopardy!-winning system engineered to understand people’s questions and answer them in the best way possible.

In this case, Watson’s main role is natural language processing, which enables the bot to welcome guests, grasp their spoken queries, 
and answer accordingly. The information on local attractions and interesting sites is actually channelled from the database of travel 
platform WayBlazer, also an IBM’s partner. Connie is also designed to improve itself through interactions with human customers, 
learning from frequent queries how to fine-tune its recommendations.

IBM Watson now powers a Hilton hotel robot concierge
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Concept Expansion

Link euphemisms or colloquial terms to more commonly 
understood phrases.

Concept Expansion is a Watson service that analyzes large amounts of 
text to create a dictionary of contextually related words. 
Concept Expansion’s pattern recognition technology helps users identify 
contextually similar terms and phrases, create dictionaries, and find or 
organize text based on those dictionaries. It knows that ‘The Big Apple’ refers to 
New York City and that ‘getting in touch’ means communicating by email, 
letter, or phone.



Concept Expansion:Demo
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Concept Insights

Rather than limiting findings to traditional text matching, Concept 
Insights explores information based on the concepts behind 
your input.

Concept Insights maps input text to a concept graph that is based on the 
English language Wikipedia. The service not only identifies explicit links when 
a concept is directly mentioned, but it also provides implicit links to concepts 
that are not directly mentioned.



Concept Insights:Demo
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Dialog

Script conversations any way you like to answer questions, walk 
through processes, or just to chat!

The IBM Watson Dialog service enables a developer to automate branching 
conversations between a user and your application. The Dialog service 
enables your applications to use natural language to automatically respond to 
user questions, cross-sell and up-sell, walk users through processes or 
applications, or even hand-hold users through difficult tasks. The Dialog service 
can track and store user profile information to learn more about end users, 
guide them through processes based on their unique situation, or pass their 
information to a back-end system to help them take action and get the help they 
need.



Dialog:Demo



Document Conversion

Converts PDF, Word, or HTML documents into HTML, Plain Text, or 
JSON Answer Units needed by other Watson services

Service provides an Application Programming Interface (API) that enables 
developers to transform a document into a new format. The input is a single 
PDF, Word, or HTML document and the output is an HTML document, a Text 
document, or Answer units that can be used with other Watson services.



Language Translation

Translate and publish content in multiple languages.

The Watson Language Translation service provides domain-specific 
translation utilizing Statistical Machine Translation techniques that have 
been perfected in our research labs over the past few decades. Currently, three 
domains are available that provide translation among a total of seven languages. 
For best results, a domain that matches the content to be translated should be 
chosen.



Language Translation:Demo



Language Translation:Demo



Natural Language Classifier

Interpret and classify natural language with confidence.

The service enables developers without a background in machine learning or 
statistical algorithms to create natural language interfaces for their applications. 
The service interprets the intent behind text and returns a corresponding 
classification with associated confidence levels. The return value can then be 
used to trigger a corresponding action, such as redirecting the request or 
answering a question.



Natural Language Classifier:Demo



Personality Insights

Uncover a deeper understanding of people’s personality 
characteristics, needs, and values to drive personalization.

Personality Insights extracts and analyzes a spectrum of personality 
attributes to help discover actionable insights about people and entities, 
and in turn guides end users to highly personalized interactions. The service 
outputs personality characteristics that are divided into three dimensions: the Big 
5, Values, and Needs. While some services are contextually specific depending 
on the domain model and content, Personality Insights only requires a minimum 
of 3500+ words of any text.



Personality Insights:Demo
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Relationship Extraction

Extracts relationships between different text entities.

Unlike general-purpose text analytics tools, Relationship Extraction leverages 
Watson machine learning technologies. The API can analyze news articles 
and use statistical modeling to perform linguistic analysis of the input text. 
It then finds spans of text and clusters them together to form entities, before 
finally extracting the relationships between them.



Relationship Extraction:Demo



Retrieve and Rank

Enhance information retrieval with machine learning.

helps users find the most relevant information for their query by using a 
combination of search and machine learning algorithms to detect “signals” 
in the data. Built on top of Apache Solr, developers load their data into the 
service, train a machine learning model based on known relevant results, then 
leverage this model to provide improved results to their end users based on their 
question or query.



Tone Analyzer

Discover, understand, and revise the language tones in text.

Tone Analyzer might be able to help. The service uses linguistic analysis to detect 
and interpret emotional, social, and writing cues found in text.



Tone Analyzer:Demo
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Speech to Text

l The Speech to Text service converts the human voice into 
the written word.

l Watson Speech to Text can be used anywhere there is a need to bridge the 
gap between the spoken word and its written form. This easy-to-use service 
uses machine intelligence to combine information about grammar and 
language structure with knowledge of the composition of an audio signal to 
generate an accurate transcription. It uses IBM’s speech recognition 
capabilities to convert speech in multiple languages into text. The 
transcription of incoming audio is continuously sent back to the client with 
minimal delay, and it is corrected as more speech is heard. Additionally, the 
service now includes the ability to detect one or more keywords in the audio 
stream. The service is accessed via a WebSocket connection or REST API.



Speech to Text:Demo



Text to Speech

l Designed for streaming low-latency synthesis of audio from 
written text. The service synthesizes natural-sounding 
speech from input text in a variety of languages and voices 
that speak with appropriate cadence and intonation.

l Watson Text to Speech provides a REST API to synthesize speech audio 
from an input of plain text. Multiple voices, both male and female, are 
available across Brazilian Portuguese, English, French, German, Italian, 
Japanese, and Spanish. Once synthesized in real-time, the audio is 
streamed back to the client with minimal delay. The Text to Speech service 
now enables developers to control the pronunciation of specific words.



Text to Speech:Demo



AlchemyVision

l AlchemyVision is an API that can analyze an image and 
return the objects, people, and text found within the image. 
AlchemyVision can enhance the way businesses make 
decisions by integrating image cognition.

l AlchemyVision employs our deep learning innovations to understand a 
picture’s content and context.



AlchemyVision:Demo

https://youtu.be/f8T8eWBmls0



Visual Insights

l Visual Insights enhances the customer view by analyzing 
online photos and video to extract consumer insights related to 
interests, activities, hobbies, life events, and products

l With so many social media channels used by a brand it’s important to know 
not only your customers, but also your competitors to ensure alignment 
across channels. Visual Insights works to give users tools to ensure 
consistency across those social media channels, segment customers to 
an individual level, create targeted campaigns, and align their social media 
output to followers’ preferences by running comparative analysis with 
competitors’ feeds.



Visual Insights:Demo
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Visual Recognition

l Understand the contents of images. Trainable for custom 
content.

l Visual Recognition allows users to understand the contents of an image or 
video frame, answering the question: “What is in this image?” Submit an 
image, and the service returns scores for relevant classifiers 
representing things such as objects, events and settings. What types of 
images are relevant to your business? How could you benefit from 
understanding and organizing those images based on their contents? With 
Visual Recognition, users can automatically identify subjects and objects 
contained within the image and organize and classify these images into 
logical categories. Need to train Visual Recognition on specific or custom 
content? Easily train a new classifier by sending examples and voila! 
Custom image recognition!



Visual Recognition:Demo



AlchemyData News

l AlchemyData provides news and blog content enriched with 
natural language processing to allow for highly targeted search 
and trend analysis. Now you can query the world’s news 
sources and blogs like a database.

l AlchemyData News indexes 250k to 300k English language news and blog 
articles every day with historical search available for the past 60 days. You 
can query the News API directly with no need to acquire, enrich and store 
the data themselves – enabling you to go beyond simple keyword-based 
searches.



AlchemyData News:Demo
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AlchemyData News:Demo



Tradeoff Analytics

l Helps users make better choices to best meet multiple 
conflicting goals.

l Tradeoff Analytics is a Watson service that helps people make 
decisions when balancing multiple objectives. The service uses a 
mathematical filtering technique called “Pareto Optimization,” that enables 
users to explore tradeoffs when considering multiple criteria for a single 
decision. When your company makes decisions, how many factors need to 
be considered? What’s the process like? How do you know when you’ve 
found the best option? With Tradeoff Analytics, users can avoid lists of 
endless options and identify the right option by considering multiple 
objectives.



Tradeoff Analytics:Demo



Watson-developer-cloud SDK and App

l SDK: Github
l python-sdk
l ios-sdk

l node-sdk
l speech-javascript-sdk
l speech-android-sdk
l java-sdk
l unity-sdk

l speech-ios-sdk



Watson-developer-cloud SDK and App

App Gallery :Gallery :

u IBM Watson Trend,

u Sentiment and Emotion,

u Election Insights,

u Investment Advisor,

u Speech to Speech,

u Questions on the Natural Language Classifier,

u What's In Theaters,

u News Explorer,

u Watson Rover,

u Cognitive Head Hunter,

u Designer Match,

u NYC School Finder,

u Nests,

u SF Life,

u Your Celebrity Match,

u People in the News.


